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Fingerprinting smartphones 
›  Being able to uniquely identify a smartphone 
› Why is this important? 

– Tracking mobile phones 
– User based advertising 



Fingerprinting smartphones 
›  Being able to uniquely identify a smartphone 
›  Software methods 

– Timing analysis of network packets 
– Fonts installed in browsers 
– Browsing history 
– Nmap, Xprobe, able to identify unique responses from the 

networking stack 

 



Fingerprinting smartphones 
›  Hardware methods 

– Using clock skews of network devices 
– Radio transmitters 
– Network interface cards 
– Smartphone accelerometers 
– Now, acoustic components like speakers, microphones 



Microphones and Microspeakers 
›  Based on MEMS technology 

Microphone 
Microspeaker 



Classification Algorithms 
›  k-Nearest Neighbors 

– Computes distance to learned data points, and classifies our data 
point based on nearest k data points. 

› Gaussian Mixture Model 
– Computes probability distribution for each class, and determines 

maximal likely association 



Testing and results 
›  For analysis of the audio, they used MIRToolbox, Netlab, 

Audacity, Hertz 
›  Each sample audio was recorded 10 times, 50% for 

training and 50% for testing 



Testing and results 
›  Fingerprinting the speaker 

›  Fingerprinting the microphone 

›  Fingerprinting both speaker and microphone 



Testing and results – Different model and make 



Testing and results – Same model and make 



Testing and results – All combinations 
›  Results show that malicious applications that have access 

to mic and speakers can fingerprint smartphones with an 
accuracy of over 98% 



Sensitivity analysis 
›  Impact of sampling rate 

– Lower sampling rate led to reduced 
accuracy 

›  Impact of training size 
– Lower training size also led to 

reduced accuracy 



Sensitivity analysis 
›  Varying distance between speaker and recorder 

›  Ambient background noise 



Discussion 
›  Key contributions of the paper? 
›  Limitations/criticisms of the paper? 
›  Accelerometer vs Acoustic for fingerprinting 
›  Can we use permissions to prevent this? Other methods? 


